We consider a self-interacting dark matter model in which the massive dark photon mediating the selfinteraction decays to light dark fermions to avoid over-closing the universe. We find that if the model is constrained to explain the dark matter halos inferred for spiral galaxies and galaxy clusters simultaneously, there is a strong indication that dark matter is produced asymmetrically in the early universe. It also implies the presence of dark radiation, late kinetic decoupling for dark matter, and a suppressed linear power spectrum due to dark acoustic damping. The Lyman-α forest power spectrum measurements put a strong upper limit on the damping scale and the model has little room to reduce the abundances of satellite galaxies. Future observations in the matter power spectrum and the CMB, in tandem with the impact of self-interactions in galactic halos, makes it possible to measure the gauge coupling and masses of the dark sector particles even when signals in conventional dark matter searches are absent.
I. Introduction. The existence of dark matter (DM) in the universe is inferred from its gravitational influence on normal matter. Null results in terrestrial DM searches have put strong constraints on the DM interaction with the standard model particles, e.g., [1] [2] [3] . However, it does not preclude the possibility that DM may interact strongly with itself [4, 5] . Strong DM self-interactions can change the inner halo structure, leading to a better agreement with small-scale observations than the cold DM (CDM) model (see [6] for a review and reference therein). In particular, kinetic thermalization due to the DM self-collisions ties the baryonic and DM distributions in galaxies together [7, 8] . It has been shown [9, 10] that this can lead to the observed diversity in rotation curves of low and high surface brightness galaxies [11, 12] .
A generic feature of self-interacting DM models is the existence of a light force carrier for mediating strong DM self-interactions in galactic halos. A mass hierarchy between the mediator and the DM particle is required to get a self-scattering cross section that decreases for velocities of O(1000 km/s) (cluster scale) [5] . This mediator must decay to avoid the over-closing the universe [13, 14] , unless it is (almost) massless (see, e.g., [15, 16] ). The minimal models where the mediator decays to standard model particles have been strongly constrained by DM direct detection experiments [14, 17, 18] , since the DM-nucleus scattering cross section is enhanced due to the smallness of the mediator mass. In addition, the s-wave DM annihilation can be boosted, resulting in strong constraints from indirect detection experiments [19] [20] [21] .
A simple solution is to introduce a massless particle species (f ) in the dark sector, in addition to the DM particle (χ) and the mediator (φ). In the early universe, φ can be in thermal equilibrium with f , so that its number density becomes Boltzmann suppressed when the temperature is below its mass, avoiding the over-closure problem. Since φ is not necessary to couple to the standard model in this case, conventional DM signals can be absent. Aside from usual χ-χ self-scattering, φ also mediates χ-f collisions in the early thermal bath. A tight coupling between matter and radiation in the early universe will lead to a cutoff in the linear matter power spectrum [15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . This model was invoked previously to simultaneously flatten the density profiles of dwarfs and reduce their abundances [27, 34, 35] .
In this Letter, we use this model to explicitly demonstrate how astrophysical observations can pin down the particle physics parameter space. After constraining it to explain the dark matter halos inferred for dwarf galaxies and galaxy clusters, we explore the presence of the damping scale and the dark radiation using the Lyman-α forest, satellite counts, and CMB. In particular, we highlight two major findings.
• Astrophysical data favor an asymmetric production mechanism for SIDM. When we require DM selfinteractions to explain the diversity of inferred dark matter halo profiles in dwarf galaxies to clusters of galaxies, there is a minimal annihilation cross section for the inevitable process, χχ → φφ. For symmetric DM (both DM and anti-DM particles are equally populated), the allowed DM mass is in the narrow range of ∼ 9-240 MeV. The corresponding coupling constants have to be unnaturally small to give rise to a relic density consistent with the observed value.
• The Lyman-α forest power spectrum measurements mute the impact of the damping scale (induced by the χ-f interaction). We explicitly demonstrate that the kinetic decoupling temperature dictates the deviation of the SIDM matter power spectrum from the standard CDM case and map it to the warm DM (WDM) mass space. After taking into account the most recent Lyman-α constraints, we show that the model is unlikely to solve the missing satellites problem as suggested in [27, 34, 35] . 1: SIDM parameter space (2σ CL) favored by a wide range of astrophysical data from dwarf galaxies to galaxy clusters, for both asymmetric (gray) and symmetric DM (magenta). Inset: the DM self-scattering cross section vs. velocity for a best fit case and the data points with error bars are from [5] .
grangian [25, 27] ,
(1) where we assume that the SIDM particle (χ) and the massless fermion f couple to a gauge boson (φ) with coupling constants g χ and g f , respectively. We assume g χ = g f , since they are expected to be similar from the model building perspective. The dark sector could evolve independently from the visible sector in the early universe, and we use ξ to parameterize the ratio of dark-to-visible temperatures, T f /T γ [26, 36] . This model, with four parameters in total (g χ , m χ , m φ , ξ), can be regarded as a simplified version of more general and complex hidden charged DM models [26, 36] .
In the early universe, DM particles can annihilate to the mediator. For symmetric DM, the required annihilation cross section is ξ × 6 × 10
(we take ξ = 0.48), as denoted in Fig. 1 (lower, magenta). We further determine m φ for given m χ by fitting to the preferred σ χχ /m χ values in [5] , which are extracted from SIDM fits to galactic rotation curves and lensing and kinematic measurements in clusters of galaxies. We find the allowed DM mass range is very limited, 9-240 MeV, after simultaneously imposing σ χχ /m χ 1 cm 2 /g (galaxies) and 0.1 cm 2 /g (clusters), as shown in Fig. 1 (upper, magenta). Without the cluster constraint, it is possible to have strong DM self-interactions in galaxies for larger m χ , due to the non-perturbative enhancement effects in the quantum and classical regions [37, 38] , where σ χχ /m χ has a strong velocity dependence and becomes negligible in clusters.
For asymmetric DM, the abundance is set up by a primordial DM asymmetry [39, 40] . We do not impose a prior constrain on g χ from the abundance consideration and determine both m φ and g χ from the cross section measurements, as shown in Fig. 1 (gray) . Compared to the symmetric case, it is clear that asymmetric DM has a much larger mass range to be consistent observations from dwarfs to clusters. When m χ 200 GeV, the model becomes non-perturbative. For m χ 40 MeV, χχ → φφ itself can deplete the symmetric component [39] . While for a smaller mass, additional annihilation channels are required. In the rest of the paper, we will focus on asymmetric DM with m χ 1 GeV and see these constraints provide concrete predictions for the matter power spectrum and the CMB.
The presence of light fermions f contributes to the relativistic degrees of freedom parameterized as N eff = 3.046 + ∆N eff , with ∆N eff = (11/4) 4/3 ξ 4 . The temperature ratio, ξ, remains constant through kinetic decoupling and later because there is no entropy transfer in the two sectors. The analysis of Planck data indicates that N eff = 3.15 ± 0.23 [41] , which can be recast as an upper bound on the temperature ratio at the recombination epoch, ξ 0.62, at 2σ CL. After fitting to the Planck 2015 polarization and temperature data, [42] found a stronger bound ξ 0.48 for imperfect fluid at 2σ CL, with some dependence on the χ-f interaction that we neglect.
III. Dark Radiation, Acoustic Damping and Kinetic Decoupling. In the early universe, the elastic scattering process χf → χf can damp the linear power spectrum of SIDM. When the momentum transfer rate goes below the Hubble rate, kinetic decoupling occurs. We calculate the visible sector temperature when kinetic decoupling of dark matter happens as [27, 32] 
where g * is the number of massless degrees of freedom at decoupling. Fig. 2 shows the T kd contours for the SIDM model. There is clear degeneracy between m χ and ξ, i.e., a stronger momentum transfer rate in the χ-f collision can compensate a colder hidden sector thermal bath in determining T kd . In the high mass regime, m χ 9 GeV, m χ increases with decreasing ξ to keep a constant decoupling temperature. As shown in Fig. 1 , when m χ increases from 20 to 200 GeV, m φ decreases from 20 to 7 MeV and g χ increases from 0.5 to 3.5. The net result is a larger momentum transfer rate for larger m χ and hence a colder hidden sector to maintain the same T kd . For m χ 9 GeV, this behavior changes because the required m φ increases sharply with m χ , suppressing momentum transfer.
For given ξ, T kd reaches its maximum, 5 keV(0.5/ξ) 3/2 , when m χ ≈ 9 GeV. If the two sectors were thermalized after inflation, e.g., through the collision process mediated by the inflaton [44] , then the temperature ratio is ξ ≈ 0.5 (∆N eff ≈ 0.24) and we predict a maximal decoupling temperature of 5 keV, which we use to set a lower limit on the minimum halo mass as we discuss in Sec. V. If the visible sector has additional massive new particles, ξ could be lower. For example, with the minimal supersymmetric standard model, we get ξ ≈ 0.43 (∆N eff ≈ 0.13). This is within the reach of the CMB-S4 experiment, with a projected sensitivity of ∆N eff ≈ 0.02 (ξ ≈ 0.27) [45] .
In Fig. 3 , we compare the matter power spectra for three cases (denoted by the black dots in Fig. 2 ) with fixed T kd , generated using the modified version of the Boltzmann code CAMB [46] developed for the ETHOS simulations [32] . For the model parameters, T kd m χ , which implies that freestreaming effects are not relevant. The presence of dark acoustic oscillations [15, 26, 27, 47, 48] for k a(T kd )H(T kd ) ≈ 10(T kd /keV)Mpc −1 is clearly evident in Fig. 3 . The resulting suppression of the power spectrum is only dependent on T kd to a good approximation, until dark Silk damping becomes important on smaller scales. The dependence on ξ through the expansion rate and sound horizon is weak, which we ex- Average deviation of one-dimensional SIDM power spectrum normalized to CDM vs. the kinetic decoupling temperature for ξ = 0.48. We also show the corresponding thermal WDM mass that gives rise to the same δA. The strong (weak) Lyman-α constraints exclude thermal WDM with a mass below 5.3 keV (3.5 keV) at 95% CL [43] , which correspond to the lower limits on T kd in the SIDM model, T kd ≈ 1 keV (0.6 keV). Lower: The number of subhalos with masses larger than 10 8 M /h in a MW-sized halo predicted in the SIDM model. A conservative lower limit of 63 using counts of satellites in the MW is shown by the short horizontal line. Given the strong (weak) Lyman-α constraints from Ref. [43] , the number of subhalos in the SIDM model can only be suppressed by 10% (30%) compared to the CDM prediction, leaving little room for the model to impact the abundances of satellite galaxies.
plicitly verify in Fig. 3 for the parameters we take.
IV. Lyman-α Constraints. The Lyman-α forest absorption spectrum measures the neutral hydrogen density fluctuation on very large scales. Since the density of H atoms tracks that of the DM distribution, the Lyman-α forest can be used to constrain DM properties [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . In particular, it has put strong constrains on WDM models, where the free-streaming effect damps the DM linear power spectrum. A recent combined analysis of XQ-100 and HIRES/MIKE samples put a lower limit on the thermal WDM mass, 5.3 keV at 2σ CL, when the temperature evolution of the inter galactic medium is modeled as a power law in redshift [43] . The limit is relaxed to 3.5 keV, if one allows a non-smooth evolution of the temperature with sudden temperature changes up to 5000 K [43] .
To recast the Lyman-α constraints on thermal WDM as constraints on the SIDM damping scale, we use the estimator introduced in [43] , δA = (
. δA measures the power suppression relative to CDM. In calculating δA for the model, we compute the 3D linear matter power spectrum, P (k ), at redshift z = 0, and take k max = 20h/Mpc and k min = 0.5h/Mpc for the range of scales probed [43] , with h = 0.67. In Fig. 4 (upper), we map T kd to δA for ξ = 0.48. In comparison, we also compute δA for WDM and find 5.3 keV (3.5 keV) WDM and SIDM with T kd ≈ 1 keV (0.6 keV) have the same δA. In Fig. 2 , we also show the same constraints in the ξ − m χ plane. A non-zero ∆N eff delays matter-radiation equality and suppresses growth, which is reflected in the matter power spectrum. However, the redshift of equality is measured to roughly 1% [41] , which can be obtained by changing other cosmological parameters [58] . For simplicity, we have fixed ΛCDM cosmological parameters to the Planck best-fit values [41] in calculating the matter power spectrum. This is a good approximation because ∆N eff is small for ξ = 0.48. Changing to ξ = 0.27 (CMB-S4 predicted sensitivity) in our approximate analysis only weakens the constraints on T kd by 10%.
IV. The halo mass function. A damped DM matter power spectrum will lead to a decrease in the number of low mass field halos and subhalos. The onset of this suppression in the field HMF is controlled by M cut ≈ 0.7 47, 48, 59] . We find that the ansatz dn SIDM /dM = (1 + M cut /M ) −1.34 dn CDM /dM reproduces the field HMFs in the ETHOS simulations well, see Fig. 5 for comparison.
The predicted kinetic decoupling temperature of the SIDM model constrained to fit galaxy and cluster-scale halos (Fig. 1) and allowed by Lyman-α constraints (Fig. 4) is in the range of 0.6-5 keV. The upper limit is obtained if the two sectors were thermalized in the early universe. The corresponding minimum halo mass is M cut ∼ 10 8 -10 5 M . In Fig. 6 , we show the power spectra for four SIDM benchmark models and two WDM models, together with their HMFs for field halos.
Satellite counts provide an important constraint on the HMF [64, 65] . We follow the procedure in [66] (see Eq. 17 therein) to calculate the subhalo mass function for the model. Assuming a MW halo mass 1.7 × 10
12 M /h, we obtain the number of subhalos with masses larger than 10 8 M /h, N subhalo , for given T kd , as shown in Fig. 4 (lower) . We demand that this number should be greater than 63, which is the sum of 11 classical satellites and 15 SDSS satellites × 3.5 for incomplete sky coverage [64, 67] . This constraint is weaker than the Lyman-α limits but we expect it to be a comparable constraint as more satellites are discovered.
With the new satellites in the DES footprint [68] [69] [70] [71] , the total number of satellites (corrected for selection biases) may be consistent with ΛCDM expectations [72] [73] [74] . This is still an open issue. The potential mismatch between the number of predicted subhalos and the observed satellites ("missing satellites problem" [75, 76] ) has been used to motivate the presence of dark acoustic damping [27] . Our analysis shows that the constraints from the Lyman-α forest power spectrum, assuming no significant unmodeled systematic effects, leave little room to modify the abundance of satellites. For the strong (weak) Lyman-α constraint, T kd = 1 keV (0.6 keV), the corresponding number of subhalos for masses larger than 10 8 M /h is N subhalo ≈ 142 (113), as shown in Fig. 4  (lower) , which is only 10% (30%) less than that predicted in the CDM model. Since T kd determines the damped power spectrum, modifying the particle masses or couplings will not change this result.
On the other hand, self-interactions (leading to core formation) could change the distribution of satellites in the inner region of MW and Andromeda due to tidal effects [77] , while the distribution in the outer parts remains similar to the collisionless case [78, 79] . It is also possible that the early star formation feedback effects are different in cored SIDM halos and this may impact the faint-end luminosity function. These effects are clearly relevant for the "missing satellites problem," and remained to be quantified. Observationally, we expect LSST to provide a definite statement in terms of the census of the ultra-faint satellites [73] . In addition, the dark subhalos (or ultra-faint galaxies) could be discovered gravitationally through lensing [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] , and tidal streams in the MW [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] .
Does the model solve the too-big-to-fail problem at the bright end of the satellite luminosity function [96, 97] ? The ETHOS-4 model has T kd = 0.5 keV and it agrees broadly with observations of the dwarf spheroidals in the MW [59] . This is mainly due to damping (see also [98] ) because σ χχ /m χ ∼ 0.2 cm 2 /g in this model, which cannot change the inner halo of dwarf galaxies significantly [99] . Given the Lyman-α constraint, the small-scale power in our case is less suppressed (T kd 1 keV (0.6 keV)) compared to ETHOS-4 model. However, in our case, the self-interaction cross section is large in dwarf galaxies (σ χχ /m χ ∼ 2 cm 2 /s), which would lower the subhalo densities due to core formation to roughly the right values [78, 100] . It is of interest to perform a more detailed assessment of the too-big-to-fail problem in our case.
In the future, if a cut-off scale in the HMF is observed, we can derive its corresponding T kd and fix the relation in the ξ-m χ plane (see Fig. 2 ). The particle parameters, e.g., m χ , m φ , and g χ , can be further determined (up to the two-fold degeneracy) if the presence of dark radiation is detected or even a stronger upper bound on ξ is obtained. Similar conclu- We also show 5.3 keV (3.5 keV) thermal WDM, corresponding to the strong (weak) lower bounds from the Lyman-α constraints derived in Ref. [43] , and CDM. Right: Field halo mass functions, for our SIDM benchmark cases, together with thermal warm DM and CDM. We use the extended Press-Schechter theory [60, 61] to generate the CDM halo mass function with the fitting parameters given in [62] , and multiply it with the scaling relation for the SIDM cases (see Fig. 5 ). The warm DM ones are estimated with the fitting formula in [63] .
sions seem to also apply to the case of the atomic dark matter model [15, 16, 29, 101] , when it is constrained to solve the small-scale puzzles [102] . V. Conclusions. SIDM is a compelling alternative to CDM. It keeps all the success of CDM on large scales, while modifying the inner halo structure in accord with observations. Using a simplified particle physics realization, we have shown that SIDM generically prefers asymmetric DM, and predicts the existence of dark radiation and a damped linear DM power spectrum, with the damping scale set by the selfscattering cross section and the temperature ratio between the two sectors. We have mapped out the favored model parameters, combining observations of stellar kinematics of spiral galaxies and galaxy clusters, the CMB, and Lyman-α forest, to narrow down the SIDM model parameter space. The predictions from this viable region of parameter space are the presence of dark radiation and the cut-off in the mass function of halos, both potentially observable in the future.
